Sequence and expression of the chicken beta 3 tubulin gene. A vertebrate testis beta-tubulin isotype.
We report the determination of the complete DNA sequence for c beta 3, a chicken beta-tubulin gene which we show to be the dominant beta-tubulin expressed in testis. Like all previously studied vertebrate beta-tubulin genes, the gene is divided into four exon sequences interrupted by three intervening sequences (located between amino acids 19 and 20, within codon 56, and within codon 93). Analysis of the program of expression of this gene indicates that it encodes the dominant chicken testis beta-tubulin, although it is also expressed at lower levels in a wide variety of cell and tissue types. Comparison of the predicted polypeptide sequence for c beta 3 with four other available chicken beta-tubulin genes confirms our earlier suggestion that within an otherwise conserved framework, sequences within two variable region domains serve to define specific beta-tubulin polypeptide isotypes. The data indicate that the c beta 3 gene encodes a unique beta-tubulin isotype which diverges from the dominant neuronal beta-tubulin isotype in 18 of 445 residues (4%). Although the protein coding regions of the c beta 3 gene are highly homologous to the chicken c beta 1, c beta 2, c beta 4, and c beta 5 genes previously reported by us, no significant sequence homology with these previously analyzed genes is discernible in the 5'- or 3'-untranslated region sequences, in the intervening sequences, or in the presumptive transcriptional promoter sequences.